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Massive mortality outbreaks, mostly affecting spat Crassostrea gigas, have been reported in France since 2008.
Disease investigations revealed that most of the mortality events are related to the detection of the Ostreid
herpesvirus 1 (OsHV-1 μVar). Meanwhile, selection to improve the survival in juvenile C. gigas has been suc-
cessfully implemented in this context and selected oysters were found disease-resistant to OsHV-1 infection.
This paper reports the first investigation of the horizontal transmission of the disease throughout cohabita-
tion trials within batch and between batches using unselected and selected oysters for their higher survival.
Two batches, unselected (AC) and selected (AR), were produced in February 2009 and deployed in the field in
August 2009. Mortality associated with OsHV-1 detection occurred within the first two weeks of the deploy-
ment to reach 19% and 56% for the AR and AC batches, respectively. The remaining alive oysters were then
brought into the laboratory in March 2010 for the cohabitation trials to assess the potential horizontal trans-
mission of OsHV-1 within batch or between one of the batches and a third. The third batch (J) was produced
using unselected oysters in August 2009 and it was always kept in the hatchery and the nursery to isolate it
from the mortality risk factors. At the end of the cohabitation trials in July 2010, no mortality was found for
the cohabitation trials between AR and J oysters as well as for the AR oysters and also for the J oysters grown
alone in a tank. Conversely, high mortality was reported for the cohabitation trials using the J and AC batches
as well as for the AC oysters alone. For the later, mortality occurred 3 days post-spawning while the AR oys-
ters, which also spawned the same day, did not suffer of any abnormal mortality. Disease screening revealed
that OsHV-1 was not detected for the J batch in March 2010, while 4 and 46% of the AR and AC oysters were
found positive seven months post-mortality, indicating a difference in potential reservoir role within the
C. gigas species. Our study clearly revealed the horizontal transmission of the disease from unselected asymp-
tomatic adult to juvenile C. gigas, inducing mortality, and that OsHV-1 resistant oysters may offer one way to
limit the spread of the disease and the potential reservoir role. Mortality due to OsHV-1 and its kinetic
depended of the seawater temperature, which appeared as a strong risk factor that can reactivate the virus
from latent-like or sub-clinical infection in asymptomatic adults. The lower threshold of 14 °C to observemortal-
ity due to OsHV-1 was evidenced even if its replication was activated during the two previous weeks when sea-
water temperature was 16 °C. Finally, a sub-clinical level of virus was observed in AC asymptomatic oysters, it
can be reactivated and cause viral replication, suggesting latency-like infection can exist in OsHV-1.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Since 2008, massive mortality outbreaks routinely occur in
Crassostrea gigas in France mostly affecting the juvenile oysters. Dis-
ease investigations highlighted the strong implication of the Ostreid
herpesvirus 1 (OsHV-1) as the main cause of the mortality in juvenile
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oysters in field conditions (Dégremont, 2011; Segarra et al., 2010),
confirming its role in previous mortality events reported between
1992 and 2007 (Dégremont et al., 2010a; Garcia et al., 2011;
Renault et al., 1994). Even if a newly described genotype of OsHV-1
named μVarwas reported since 2008 (Segarra et al., 2010), it is not pos-
sible to figure out if this genotype is more virulent than other genotypes
described previously. Meanwhile, breeding programs for improving the
survival in juvenile C. gigas during the summer mortality phenomenon
showed a strong genetic basis (Dégremont et al., 2007, 2010b). The re-
sistant oysters, thereby named R, selected from 2001 to 2003, for
which OsHV-1 was detected in several mortality events in nursery and
under laboratory conditions (Dégremont, 2003; Dégremont et al.,
2010a), were also resistant to the new genotype (Dégremont, 2011).
served.
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Dégremont (2011) also showed that R oysters were all infected but oys-
ters were capable to limit the infection compared to unselected oysters
as well as either to eliminate the virus of their tissue or decrease the
quantity of viral DNA below the threshold of the real-time PCR tech-
nique after the peak of mortality. Together, these data open new inves-
tigations regarding the horizontal transmission of OsHV-1 between
various stages of C. gigas using selected or unselected stocks.

To date, only a few studies have investigated the horizontal trans-
mission of OsHV-1 between C. gigas stocks. The first report of a suc-
cessful experimental transmission of OsHV-1 was reported among
larvae (Le Deuff et al., 1994). A similar approach had been successful
between infected juvenile oysters to naïve larvae, which indicates the
spread of OsHV-1 between infected hosts in the field is possible
(Burge and Friedman, 2012). Cohabitation trials between healthy
and experimentally infected oysters also showed the horizontal
transmission of the virus (Schikorski et al., 2011a). However, all
these approaches used unselected oyster stocks.

In our study, selected and unselected oyster batches were pro-
duced and then tested in the field where mortality mainly due to
OsHV-1 occurs at favorable seawater temperatures (Garcia et al.,
2011). At one year old, surviving oysters were then transferred into
the laboratory to test transmission of the virus to naïve juvenile oys-
ters. The use of juvenile oysters instead of adults was based on higher
susceptibility of juveniles than adults in mortality events (Dégremont
et al., 2010c) which also corresponds to higher susceptibility of juve-
niles to OsHV-1 compared to adults (Arzul et al., 2002; Renault and
Novoa, 2004). The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of se-
lection for higher resistance to OsHV-1 to the horizontal transmission
of the disease.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Oyster batches

Three batches were produced at the IFREMER hatchery in La
Tremblade. The first two batches were spawned on February 23rd
2009, producing the selected oysters for higher resistance to mortal-
ity, and so to OsHV-1 infection, and the unselected oysters. Details
are given in Dégremont (2011) and to summarize, selected oysters
are the sixth generation of one R family developed during the
MOREST program while unselected oysters used wild animals sam-
pled in the Marennes-Oléron Bay. Each cross used 30 parents and
20 parents for the selection, hereafter AR, and control, hereafter AC,
batches respectively. Oysters were grown at the IFREMER hatchery
in La Tremblade and then at the IFREMER nursery in Bouin until
their field deployment on August 2009. This method allows produc-
ing oyster batches without any abnormal mortality, in particular
those caused by OsHV-1, due to UV filtration used at the hatchery,
known to be efficient at inactivating the virus (Schikorski et al.,
2011b), and the seawater flow supplement at the nursery.

The third batch, hereafter the J batch, was spawned on August
2009, using the same wild population brood stock and the same hus-
bandry protocols. In March 2010, 2400 J oysters were transferred into
the laboratory facilities for the horizontal transmission trials and 24
oysters were sampled for initial disease diagnosis.

2.2. Field study

The AR and AC batches were deployed at Agnas in the
Marennes-Oléron Bay on August 6th 2009. For each batch, two bags
of 5 kg were attached to a rack, which represented 1440 and 1490
oysters for the AR and AC batches, respectively. Dead and alive oys-
ters were counted on August 20th, in October 2009 and in March
2010. On March 4th 2010, 400 oysters per batch were transferred
into the laboratory for the horizontal transmission trials. Disease
diagnoses were performed on August 20th from 6 live AR oysters
and 6 moribund oysters from both batches, as well as 24 oysters per
batch sampled on March 4th 2010.

2.3. Horizontal transmission trials

In March 2010, the AR, AC and J batches were brought to the
IFREMER hatchery in La Tremblade for the horizontal transmission
trials between individuals within batch and between adult and juve-
nile oysters. For adults, the oysters of the AR and AC batches were se-
lected according to their size in order to have the same biomass in
each tank. The mean individual weight was then 14 g. For the juve-
niles, mean individual weight was 0.3 g for the J batch.

Two sets of 5 tanks were settled corresponding to two seawater
conditions, one with flow-through UV-filtered seawater heated at 20–
22 °C, and the second onewith flow-through UV-filtered unheated sea-
water. Indeed, seawater temperature is a key parameter to observe
mortality due to OsHV-1 in the field, and recent data showed the
threshold beyond which mortality could occur around 16 °C (Pernet
et al., 2012). Complete water replacement took place over each hour,
and water temperatures were continuously monitored every 10 min
using ThermoTrack probes (Progesplus, 59780, Willems, France). For
each set, three tanks were dedicated to hold one batch alone corre-
sponding to the “cohabitation trial” among individuals within batch:
one tank containing 100ARoysters, another one containing 100AC oys-
ters, and the last one containing 400 J oysters. The two other tankswere
dedicated for the cohabitation trials between one adult batch, either se-
lected or not, and the J batch: 100 AR oysters with 400 J oysters or 100
AC oysters and 400 J oysters. Mortality was recorded three times per
week from March 2010 to July 2010 and daily during mortality events.
Total weight of the live oysters was recorded at the end of the experi-
ment and any event, like natural spawn, recorded. Finally, three disease
samplings were conducted in April, May and June 2010. For each sam-
pling, 12 live oysters per batch in each tank were randomly sampled.
Additionally, all dead oysters with tissue were frozen and disease diag-
noses were performed for 2 to 6 animals per batch for each relevant
mortality event.

2.4. Disease diagnosis

All alive and moribund oysters sampled were individually tested
for OsHV-1. Additionally, all moribund oysters were also individually
screened for Vibrio aestuarianus. As regards Vibrio splendidus, it was
not tested as it is a dominant Vibrio species in seawater (Le Roux et
al., 2009), which is considered as an opportunistic pathogen (Gay et
al., 2004), and there were not routine tool to discriminate virulent
from non virulent strains of V. splendidus.

DNA detection and quantification of pathogens was carried out
using highly sensitive real-time quantitative PCR tests (qPCR) as de-
scribed in Pépin et al. (2008) and Saulnier et al. (2009) for OsHV-1
and V. aestuarianus respectively. Briefly, around 50 mg of fresh oyster
soft tissue (mantle and gills) was crushed for total DNA extraction
using the Qiagen QIAamp® tissue mini kit according to the
manufacturer's protocol (QIagen). Final elution of the DNA was
performed with 100 μl of double-distilled water, and DNA concentra-
tion was performed spectrophotometrically (NANODROP®). Dilution
of DNA samples was done in order to have a final DNA concentration
of 4 ng/μl. Each DNA sample was tested in duplicate qPCR tests using
20 ng of DNA in a final reaction volume of 25 μl.

The OsHV-1 DNA detection and quantification was carried out
using SYBR® Green real-time PCR protocol described by Pepin et al.
(2008), adapted to use primers targeting OsHV-1 DNA polymerase se-
quence (ORF 100) denoted OsHVDPFor: 5′ATTGATGATGTGGATAATC
TGTG3′ and OsHVDPRev: 5′GGTAAATACCATTGGTCTTGTTCC3′ (Webb
et al., 2007). Absolute quantification was based on standard curve pre-
pared using dilutions of viral DNA suspension and included for each PCR



Fig. 1. Cumulative mortality for the AR and AC batches from field (bars represent the
standard deviation of the mortality rate). AR and AC are selected oysters, ‘resistant’
to summer mortality and OsHV-1 infection, and unselected oysters respectively.

Fig. 2. Kinetics of seawater temperature during the horizontal transmission trials at
laboratory from March 2010 to July 2010. Stars below and above the lines indicate
mortality events in one of the batches tested in unheated and heated seawater condi-
tion respectively.
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test plate. Results were expressed as viral DNA copy number per mg of
oyster tissue.

Similarly, the detection and quantification of V. aestuarianus DNA
was carried out using a previously published real-time PCR protocol
based on a Taqman® chemistry, targeting the dnaJ gene (Saulnier et
al., 2009). The primers used were DNAj F: 5′GTATGAAATTTTAA
CTGACCCACAA3′ and DNAj R: 5′CAATTTCTTTCGAACAACCAC3′ associ-
ated to the DNAj probe: Texas Red-TGGTAGCGCAGACTTCGGCGAC-
BHQ2. The method was adapted for direct detection of bacterial
DNA from the whole DNA extracted from oyster tissue.

2.5. Statistical analyses

Mortality and OsHV-1 prevalence (frequency detection) were an-
alyzed using the GENMOD procedure SAS® software version 9 with a
logit transformation and a binomial distribution. Various models
were used depending on effects hypothesized. As no V. aestuarianus
was found in any oyster in this study, data on this pathogen was
not included in any of the statistical analyses performed.

The logistic regression model used for the mortality and OsHV-1
prevalence in March 2010 was:

Logit Yið Þ ¼ log Yi= 1−Yið Þð Þ ¼ μ þ batch i

where Yi is the probability of an unfavorable response (dead for the
mortality; presence of the OsHV-1) for the ith batch (AR, AC and J)
and μ is the intercept. Multiple comparison tests were conducted
using the least squares means statement and the PDIFF option
(Littell et al., 2002).

The binomial models used for the analysis of variance of the mor-
tality on July 15th for the within batch or between batches cohabita-
tion trials were respectively:

Logit Yijð Þ ¼ log Yij= 1−Yijð Þð Þ ¼ μ þ batch iþ seawater condition j
þ batch i� seawater condition j

Logit Yijð Þ ¼ log Yij= 1−Yijð Þð Þ ¼ μ þ tank iþ seawater condition j
þ tank i� seawater condition j

where Yi is the probability of an unfavorable response (dead for the
mortality) for the ith batch (AR, AC, J) or the ith tank (tanks 1: AC
and J versus tank 2: AR and J) in the jth seawater condition (heated
and unheated).

Finally, similar statistic approaches as described above was used
to analyze the prevalence of OsHV-1 on June 16th but by adding a
covariate in the models, which was the logit transformation of the
prevalence on March 4th.

All tests were considered significant at P b 0.01.

3. Results

3.1. Field mortality

A peak of mortality was observed within two weeks after deploy-
ment to reach 16 and 55% for the AR and AC batches respectively on
August 20th 2009 (Fig. 1). Any further mortality was observed from
September 2009 to March 2010. Cumulative mortality reached 19
and 56% for the AR and AC batches respectively and was statistically
significant.

3.2. Seawater temperature during the horizontal transmission trials in
laboratory

Water temperature recorded for the two seawater conditions are
shown in Fig. 2. For the heated seawater condition, temperature
was 21.5 ± 1.3 °C,while in unheated conditions, seawater temperature
raised from 4 °C inMarch to 25 °C in July. The threshold temperature of
16 °C, beyond which mortality due to OsHV-1 could be observed in the
field, was reached for the first time in April 22nd in our laboratory trial.
Seawater temperature then ranged from 16 to 17 °C for 12 days before
it cooled down to 13 °C over a period of 2 days. Then seawater temper-
ature regularly increased to stay above 16 °C from May 11th.

3.3. Mortality

For the cohabitation trials within batch, cumulative mortality of
the AR and J batches remained low (b5%) throughout the experiment
in both seawater conditions (Table 1). Similar finding was observed
for the cohabitation trials between the AR and J batches.

As regards all other conditions involving the AC batch, significant
higher cumulative mortality was recorded and ranged from 21 to
55% for the AC batch and ranged from 50 to 66% for the J batch
(Table 1). However, the onset of the mortality did not occur simulta-
neously between the cohabitation trials and between batches. For the
cohabitation trial within batch, only one mortality event was ob-
served and it started at the same period between June 4th and June
7th for the AC batch (Fig. 3(A), (B)). In the cohabitation trials be-
tween batches, both AC and J batches experienced high and rapid
mortality on May 17th and 18th for the heated condition and in
much lesser extent for the J batch on June 9th (Fig. 4(A)). Conversely,
mortality first started for the J batch for the unheated conditions from
May 7th and it was much slower than in heated conditions, as it
lasted 10 days (Fig. 4(B)). As in heated condition, a second mortality



Table 1
Cumulative mortality and standard deviation (%) at the end of the horizontal transmis-
sion of OsHV-1 trials within or between batches in July 2010.

Cohabitation Batch Heated seawater Unheated seawater

Within batch AR 3.0 ± 1.7 4.6 ± 2.1
AC 48.3 ± 5.0 40.1 ± 4.9
J 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.5

Between batches AR 3.2 ± 1.8 2.1 ± 0.7
J 0.3 ± 0.3 0.0 ± 0.0
AC 54.8 ± 5.0 21.3 ± 2.0
J 66.1 ± 2.4 49.4 ± 5.0

Fig. 4. Cumulative mortality for the AC and J batches in heated (A) and unheated (B)
seawater conditions for the cohabitation trials between batches.
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event was observed for the J batch on June 9th. Finally, AC oysters ex-
perienced chronic mortality throughout the cohabitation trials to
reach 21% on July 15th (Fig. 4(B)).

3.4. Disease diagnosis

3.4.1. V. aestuarianus detection and quantification
It is noteworthy that no V. aestuarianus DNA was detected in any

batch at any time, in alive or dead animals (data not shown).

3.4.2. OsHV-1 detection and quantification

3.4.2.1. Field condition. The herpes virus OsHV-1 was detected in all
animals tested except in one alive specimen. Mean viral load was
high for the moribund oysters (>107 DNA copies of OsHV-1 per mg
of fresh oyster tissue) and low to moderate for the alive oysters
(b104).

3.4.2.2. Start of the cohabitation trials on March 4th 2010. At the begin-
ning of the cohabitation trials, without any mortality, OsHV-1 was
Fig. 3. Cumulative mortality for the AC batch in heated (A) and unheated (B) seawater
conditions for the cohabitation trials within batch.
detected in 4 and 46% for the AR and AC oysters respectively, while
it was not detected in any of the 24 J oysters diagnosed (Table 2).
The AC batch had significant higher prevalence for OsHV-1 than the
two other batches. The mean viral load of the animals found positive
to OsHV-1 was weak, lesser than 102 for the AR oysters and 1.2 103 for
the AC oysters (Table 3).

3.4.2.3. During the cohabitation trials. Prevalence of OsHV-1 and mean
viral load for the alive animals testing positive, remained very low for
the AR batch in both seawater conditions and both cohabitation trials
(Tables 2 and 3). Similarly, OsHV-1 was not detected in any of the 144
J oysters screened throughout the duration of the cohabitation trials
within batch and between batches when adults were the AR oysters.
Table 2
Prevalence (%) of OsHV-1 for alive animals in unheated and heated (in italic) seawater
conditions from March to June 2010.

Cohabitation
condition

Seawater
condition

Batch March 4th April 12th May 11th June 16th

Within batch Unheated AR 4 8 0 0
Heated AR 4 8 8 0
Unheated AC 46 33 16 66
Heated AC 46 66 33 91
Unheated J 0 0 0 0
Heated J 0 0 0 0

Between
batches

Unheated AR 4 4 0 8
J 0 0 0 0

Heated AR 4 0 16 8
J 0 0 0 0

Unheated AC 46 50 66 66
J 0 0 58 41

Heated AC 46 75 33 66
J 0 0 0 41



Table 3
Mean viral load of OsHV-1 (DNA copies of OsHV-1 per mg of fresh oyster tissue) in alive animals detected positive in unheated and heated (in italic) seawater conditions from
March to June 2010.

Cohabitation condition Seawater condition Batch March 4th April 12th May 11th June 16th

Within batch Unheated AR b102 b102 NDa NDa

Heated AR b102 b102 b102 NDa

Unheated AC 1.2 · 103 3.2 · 103 1.6 · 103 3.0 · 104

Heated AC 1.2 · 103 4.6 · 103 9.0 · 104 5.0 · 104

Unheated J NDa NDa NDa NDa

Heated J NDa NDa NDa NDa

Between batches Unheated AR b102 8.2 · 102 NDa b102

J NDa NDa NDa NDa

Heated AR b102 NDa b102 b102

J NDa NDa NDa NDa

Unheated AC 1.2 · 103 2.0 · 103 9.3 · 103 1.1 · 105

J NDa NDa 3.2 107 4.9 104

Heated AC 1.2 · 103 4.0 · 103 3.2 · 104 6.3 · 103

J NDa NDa NDa 4.6 · 103

a ND: no OsHV-1 detection in all oysters screened.
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Regarding the AC batch, prevalence of OsHV-1 ranged from 16 to 91%
and the mean viral load of the oysters detected positive was moderate
from 103 to 105 DNA copies per mg of fresh tissue (Tables 2 and 3).
For the within batch cohabitation trials, the AC oysters had significant
higher prevalence than the AR and J batches on June 16th 2010, and
reached 66 and 91% for the unheated and heated seawater conditions re-
spectively (Table 2). For the cohabitation trials between batches, the
mean prevalence of OsHV-1 on June 16th was 66% for the AC oysters
and 41% for the J oysters, which was significantly higher than tanks
containing together the AR (8%) and J (0%) oysters (Table 2). For the
first time, OsHV-1 was detected in the J oysters when those are grown
along with the AC oysters. The first positive detection of OsHV-1
among the alive J oysterswas found onMay 11th in the unheated seawa-
ter condition, while it was on June 16th in the heated seawater condition
(Table 2). Similarly, mean viral loadwas high for the animals screened in
May (>107), while it was moderate in June (103–104) (Table 3).

During mortality events, according to the tanks and conditions,
moribundor dead animalswere also sampled and tested forOsHV-1 de-
tection (Table 4). Except two individuals AC from unheated seawater
condition, all samples were positive for OsHV-1 DNA detection (100%)
with very high viral loads (>108).

3.5. Growth and spawn

It is important to report here that natural spawns occurred the
same day on June 4th for the AR and AC batches in the within batch
cohabitation trials and in both seawater conditions. At the end of
the experiment on July 15th, mean individual weight was 26, 24
and 7 g for the AR, AC and J batches respectively for the within cohab-
itation trials, while it was 23, 24 and 4 g for the between batches co-
habitation trials.
Table 4
Prevalence (%) and viral load (DNA copies of OsHV-1 per mg of fresh oyster tissue) of OsH

Cohabitation conditiona Seawater condition Date Batch

Within batch Unheated 06/07/10 AC
Heated 06/07/10 AC

Between batches Unheated 05/07/10 J
05/18/10 ACb

Heated 05/17/10 J
05/17/10 AC

Unheated 06/09/10 J
06/09/10 AC

Heated 06/09/10 J
06/09/10 AC

a Between batches means between batches AC and J.
b No AC moribund oysters for the 40 previous days.
c NA: not available because any AC oysters died from May 28th to the end of the trials.
4. Discussion

The three major findings of this study, beside that all significant
mortality events were related to OsHV-1, are clearly (1) the absence
of horizontal transmission of OsHV-1 from the selected oysters, al-
though some of AR oysters were infected, to the unselected juvenile
oysters, (2) the observance of a mortality event related to OsHV-1
in the unselected juveniles from infected asymptotic unselected
adults and (3) the evidence that OsHV-1 μVar latent-like infection
or sub-clinical infection can occur in asymptomatic oysters surviving
to primary infection, which can transmit the disease after reactivation
of the virus.

Ultimately, no detectable V. aestuarianus DNA were evidenced in
samples tested during field or cohabitation trials. All moribund oys-
ters displayed high viral loads (Table 4) corresponding to lytic infec-
tion associated with very high-level replication, when virus particles
burst or lyse host cells. Additionally, OsHV-1 is considered as the
main cause of mortality in C. gigas when viral load exceeds 105 DNA
copies per mg (Oden et al., 2011; Pepin et al., 2008; Sauvage et al.,
2009), suggesting that mortalities occurring during this study can
be attributed to this pathogen alone.

It was clear that AC and AR batches were infected by OsHV-1 with-
in the first two weeks after their field deployment and experienced
mortality due to the disease as showed by Dégremont (2011). The
difference in mortality between the two stocks should reflect that
AR oysters are capable to limit the infection and so, exhibit lower
mortality than unselected oysters as well as lower prevalence of
OsHV-1 after the peak of mortality as demonstrated by Dégremont
(2011).

It is the first time that prevalence of OsHV-1 was checked
7 months post-mortality. Disease diagnosed revealed a much lower
V-1 for moribund animals sampled during mortality event.

Number analyzed Prevalence of OsHV-1 Mean viral load

6 100 8.0 · 108

6 100 1.9 · 109

7 100 7.3 · 108

2 0 0
6 100 4.1 · 108

6 100 3.1 · 109

3 100 3.7 · 1010

2 100 3.4 · 1010

5 100 2.3 · 1010

NAc
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prevalence of OsHV-1 for the AR oysters than for the AC oysters indi-
cating a difference in potential reservoir role within the C. gigas spe-
cies and confirming a previous study showing that OsHV-1 can be
detected in asymptotic adults (Arzul et al., 2002). The low viral load
for positive adults in March was very close to those observed by
Sauvage et al. (2009) in surviving C. gigas juveniles three months
after a disease outbreak. These DNA detections several months
post-mortality should not be due to a mechanical carriage of the
virus by oysters through contaminated seawater in their mantle cav-
ity. Thus, a part of the surviving population keeps a sub-clinical infec-
tion with low level of virus in their tissues and become asymptomatic
oysters, suggesting latency rather than productive infection. Current-
ly, no test is available to discriminate if the virus is latent or
sub-clinical, and further research is needed to investigate a specific
Latency Protein antibody or RT-qPCR targeting specific viral RNA
(Jaber, 2009).

Based on the husbandry practices in our hatchery and nursery, on
repeated negative results in all qPCR tests throughout the duration of
the cohabitation trials, and the lack of abnormal mortality, we assume
that J oysters were not infected and stayed free of OsHV-1 infection
excepted when those were grown along with the AC oysters
(Tables 1 and 2). Our results indicate that UV-filtration systemwas ef-
ficient to prevent the disease in the flow-through seawater, as dem-
onstrated for Dermo and MSX infection in Crassostrea virginica (Ford
et al., 2001). Interestingly, horizontal transmission of OsHV-1 from
the AR oysters to the J oysters was not possible in our study, even if
some AR oysters were infected. Thus, selected oysters had several ad-
vantages over unselected oysters with lower mortality, lower role of
reservoir and limitation of spreading the disease as it is not possible
to affirm that horizontal transmission of the disease from AR oysters
to unselected oysters cannot occur.

Horizontal transmission of OsHV-1 was evidenced among individ-
uals for the AC batch but also from AC oysters to J oysters. Meanwhile,
several interesting results emerged from each seawater condition or
cohabitation trial. The first concerned the within cohabitation trials
for the AC oysters. It is remarkable to observe that mortality related
to OsHV-1 was observed 3 days post-spawning for the AC oysters
and not for the AR oysters. Obviously, AC oysters have higher suscep-
tibility to stress than AR oysters as reported in Samain et al. (2007).
This supports the hypothesis that the energy expended during repro-
duction compromises the immune status of oysters, leaving them
easily subject to mortality if stress occurs in postspawning stage
(Li et al., 2007). In our study, the risk factor is obviously the presence
of OsHV-1 in asymptotic oysters during the prespawning stage.
As soon as the spawn occurred in the AC oysters, OsHV-1 proliferation
may have occurred extremely rapidly as reported by Schikorski et al.
(2011a), leading to massive mortality. This suggests that resistance to
OsHV-1 infection is not related to the amount of energetic reserves,
which is in the same direction that results found by Pernet et al.
(2012) with similar concentration of carbohydrate and triacylglycerols
for non-infected and infected C. gigas. It is also thefirst time thatmortal-
ity due to OsHV-1 was reported in adults while animals were survivors
of the disease occurring during their first year contrasting with results
in Dégremont et al. (2010c). We easily explained it through the con-
fined environment applied during the cohabitation trials. This charac-
teristic allowed higher concentration of viral particles in the tank and
lasted beyond the threshold of resistance of some unselected oysters,
leading to mortality, while these oysters would have survived in field
conditions.

The second result concerned the horizontal transmission of
OsHV-1 from asymptomatic AC oysters to naïve J oysters in the
unheated condition. Our study is the first to report such result in
C. gigas under a sub-clinical status while several studies showed hor-
izontal transmission of OsHV-1 from experimentally infected oysters
during their productive infection to uninfected oysters (Burge and
Friedman, 2012; Schikorski et al. 2011a). It should be noted that AC
batch did not display mortality for the same period. We suggest the
hypothesis that it might have been possible due to the seawater tem-
perature pattern two weeks before and two weeks after the onset of
the mortality, ranged from 14 to 17 °C (Fig. 2), combined to the
flow-through seawater system, leading to slow OsHV-1 replication
and low viral concentration in the tank.

Additionally, the third result showed faster and higher mortalities
for the J oysters in the heated conditions at 22 °C than in the
unheated conditions at 14–16 °C (Fig. 4(A), (B)) when those were
grown along with the AC oysters. Acute mortality was also observed
for the AC oysters for the within batch cohabitation trials (Fig. 3(A),
(B)) while the temperature was 22 °C (Fig. 2). The kinetics of the
mortality due to OsHV-1 in our study at 22 °C are in agreement to re-
sults found in field conditions (Dégremont, 2011; Pernet et al., 2012)
or in other cohabitation trials in laboratory (Dégremont et al., 2010a;
Schikorski et al., 2011a). Altogether, these results highlighted the
strong influence of the seawater temperature as a risk factor on the
viral replication and disease expression as also previously described
in larvae (Le Deuff et al., 1996).

Moreover, a fourth result focused on the onset of the mortality and
its kinetics related to the variation of the seawater temperature, espe-
cially for the cohabitation trial between the AC and J oysters. Thus,
mortality started 10 days earlier in the unheated condition than in
the heated condition (Figs. 2, 4(A), (B)). We proposed the hypothesis
that OsHV-1 μVar replication was activated by a thermal stress
through the variation of the temperature in the unheated condition.
Additionally, the onset of the mortality for the within cohabitation
trial for the AC oysters was later than for the cohabitation trial be-
tween the AC and J oysters. We suggested that mixed different
batches induce additional stress, which promotes disease expression
in infected susceptible animals.

Finally, the last result focused on the onset of the mortality for the
cohabitation trial between the AC and J batches for the heated condi-
tion and for the cohabitation trial within batch for the AC oysters, but
related to extern mechanisms. It is unclear to explain the onset of the
mortality so late while seawater temperature was in favor to the dis-
ease, especially for the heated conditions (Fig. 2). Interestingly, two
mortality outbreaks related to OsHV-1 were observed in the field in
front of our laboratory (data not showed). The first occurred on
May 12th and was much lower than the second which occurred on
May 31st. These two mortality events preceded the mortality ob-
served on May 17th for the AC and J oysters for the between batches
cohabitation trial in heated condition and on June 4–7th for the AC
oysters in the within batch cohabitation trial in both seawater condi-
tions. We suggest that there may also some unknown molecules
carried by the seawater should be capable to reactivate the virus
in asymptomatic oysters. Such molecules could be viral Light particles
(L-particles-like, without capsid and DNA), as described in moribund
oysters infected with OsHV-1 μVar (Schikorski et al., 2011b).
L-particles could be released in seawater since they can be found ex-
tracellularly in other host (Aleman et al., 2003), spreading and then
contaminating the tanks. According to such hypothesis, those mole-
cules were not destroyed by UV but were not capable to induce mor-
tality as any J oysters dyed during the within batch cohabitation trials.
Further investigations are needed to explore this hypothesis.

In conclusion, horizontal transmission of OsHV-1 between stocks
depends on their genetic background. Selected OsHV-1 resistant oys-
ters had lower mortality, lower prevalence, and so, lower role of
reservoir, and limit the transmission of the disease than of unselected
oysters. Horizontal transmission of OsHV-1 was also observed be-
tween asymptomatic and unselected adults to unselected juveniles
under the tested conditions. Mortality due to OsHV-1 depended of
the seawater temperature, which appeared as a strong risk factor
that can reactivate the virus from latent-like or sub-clinical infection
in asymptomatic adults. This finding is very important for epidemio-
logical transmission and spread of the disease. This work brings
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evidence to suggest a latent period where the virus can be detected in
healthy or asymptomatic oysters but furtherwork needs to be conducted
in order to better understand the role of sub-clinical infection.
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